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COASTAL GUJARAT
A HUB OF PROSPECTS GALORE
The 1600 km coastline of Gujarat adds to its splendour and economic magnificence.
It has a strong bearing on the phenomenal image that Gujarat parades as a tourist
destination and a business centre. This geographical feature infuses a strategic maritime
advantage for Gujarat and its economy. The 41 ports that augment coastal utility and
thus the economy of Gujarat are the gateways for exporters and importers to expand
markets, resources and investments through trade and business. The coastal area, on
account of its distinct competitive advantages, has also attracted several industries to set
up their units in and around the area. The total cargo handled annually from these ports
is around 250 million metric tonnes which clearly points towards the magnitude of trade
in this region. Also, the region is burgeoning with marine life and blooming mangroves,
salt marshes, coral reefs, wetlands and sea grasses. The serenity and diversity of the
locale beckon tourists from within and outside the country.
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Commission (GEC)

THE CHALLENGE
AND THE NEED
The fascinating features and the pristine facade of the coastal region are undergoing a change.
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This change has adversely impacted marine biodiversity, mangrove cover and the quality of coral
reefs. Pollution, treatment of sewage, deforestation, tourist recreational activities etc. are some of
the factors, which if addressed methodically with a scientific approach, can ensure a balanced
coastal ecosystem and integrated industrial development.
The Gulf of Kachchh, which occupies an area of 7350 sq. km, with a sea water volume of

THE PROJECT PARTNERS

220,000 million m3, is the primary industrial focal point and demands intervention to ensure coexistence

In order to generate sustainable and all-encompassing results, the Gujarat Ecology

of industries and coastal habitat. The Gulf of Kachchh, therefore, demanded implementation of

Commission in its capacity as the State Project Management Unit (SPMU) has collaborated

policies and strategies targeting environment regeneration.

with various state level organisations and specialised agencies as Pilot Investment

The Gulf of Kachchh, apart from being 10 per cent of the Gujarat’s coast also encompasses

Execution Agencies (PEAs) viz;, Bhaskaracharya Institute for Space Applications and

the country’s first national marine park, a significant part of nation’s coral reefs, world’s largest

Geo Informatics (BISAG); Gujarat Ecological and Education Research Foundation (GEER

refineries and major ports that operate as the gateway to India.

Hence, began the journey of

Foundation); Gujarat Pollution Control Board (GPCB), Jamnagar Municipal Corporation

Integrated Coastal Zone Management Project in Gujarat to demonstrate an integrated approach in managing

(JMC), Kachchh Forest Circle (KFC),Marine National Park and Gujarat Ecology Commission

ecological, economic and social concerns of the coastal areas. The project, which was

(GEC) for an effective project implementation. The idea behind soliciting support from

initiated in 2010 is working towards achieving the following project objectives:

PEAs is to plan and implement the pilot investments and put in place institutional

•

arrangements and other resources needed for satisfactory operation and maintenance

Building capacity for implementation of comprehensive coastal management model in the State

of the coastal resources on a sustainable basis.
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Coastal Resources
Conservation and Management

1

The quantity and quality of coral reefs and

mangroves in the Gulf of Kachchh area
demanded attention. Considering the
advantages that these accrue to coastal

THE FOUR FOLD
PROJECT COMPONENTS

areas in terms of building the area’s ability
to confront natural disasters, there is an
urgent need to implement measures that
escalate their quality and spread. Their
restoration is mandatory as the condition
is making the area extremely vulnerable.
The objective was, therefore, to implement

With the mandate of breathing a new lease of life in the

profound measures so as to restore as

Gulf of Kachchh’s mangrove cover, coral reefs, coastal

also conserve bio-geographic diversity.

environment and to improve the quality of coastal
population in the 160 coastal villages of Jamnagar,
Dwarka, Morbi and Kachchh districts, the ICZMP
set out the implementation strategy, to achieve the
aforementioned objectives, encompassing a multipronged approach based on the four major components:
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Coastal Environment
Monitoring and Conservation

2

Pollutants and toxic waste emanating from

industrial and urban chores have strained

our coastal ecosystem. Industrial effluents
and domestic sewage have inflicted mayhem
on the quietude and serenity of life in coastal
areas. In the absence of a suitable disposal
system, the environmental factors of the
region continue to suffer irrevocable
damage. Sewage and toxic substance
treatment, therefore, became an urgent need.
Responding to this requirement, under the
project, 18 sites were identified where water
was collected and examined for presence of
chemicals and toxity so that appropriate
corrective measures could be introduced.
The objective set forth also targeted creation
of a highly technical and methodical milieu

Socio Economic Development
of Coastal Communities

3

Industrialisation, urbanisation and growth
go hand-in-hand. However, if such scalingup is clubbed with nurturing of the
environment at every step, the results are
incredible. The densely populated Gulf of
Kachchh has witnessed phenomenal growth
and industrial advancement and if this
is persevered with focus on environment
well-being, the region would bear a beaming
countenance.

For this, the essential task on hand was
to impart skill development and
entrepreneurship training, conduct
sensitization programmes on environment
conservation, mangrove and coral reef
conservation and organize need based
training on alternative livelihood
opportunities.

where tests could be conducted through most
scientific and modern instruments.
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ACHIEVEMENTS WRIT
LARGE ON THE FACE
OF GULF OF KACHCHH
Integration of Geo-Spatial
Coastal Information

4

The mesmerising Gulf of Kachchh is laden

with subtleties and intriguing dynamics
that need to be comprehended in order to
institutionalise a holistic developmental
growth model. In order to enhance impact,
it was felt necessary to introduce the
Geo-Spatial information system so that
location based dynamics at every complex
level of development could be understood
and suitably addressed. Topographical
information coupled with location related
datasets was considered mandatory for

COASTAL RESOURCES
CONSERVATION AND
MANAGEMENT

devising the right strategies based on
scientific research and data, for lasting

Mangrove and Coral Reef Restoration and Rejuvenation – Community

benefits.

based Mangrove plantation on 16576 hectares of land and on 1025
hectares of island is a feat of sorts, more so; because this has been
achieved after adequately sensitising local communities on the
benefits of restoring and enhancing mangrove cover to enrich their life
in all aspects.
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GEER Foundation and Marine National Park & Sanctuary

Mangrove Plantations by PEAs

has transplanted many local and imported species of corals.
Following graph explains the efforts taken under ICZMP
for restoration of corals in the Gulf of Kachchh:
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LOCAL SPECIES OF CORALS TRANSPLANTED :
Turbinaria sp., Cyphastreaserailia, Faviafavus, Faviaspeciosa, Favites
complanta, Faviteshalicora, Goniastreapectinata, Acanthastreahillae,
Symphyllia radians, Goniopora minor, Gonioporaplanulata,
Poritescompressa, Porites lichen, Poriteslutea, Siderastreasavignyana

(in association with
Zoological Survey of India)
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IMPORTED SPECIES OF CORALS TRANSPLANTED :
Montipora sp., Acropora sp

May 2014 : 90%
Total Project Target in ha as per cost table :
Total Achievement [Feb'2015 in ha] :

Coral Transplantation in
Gulf of Kachchh

18100 ha

16576 ha

Coral Reefs, the most significant component of coastal ecosystem have been withering away; hence coral transplantation
has been taken up through ICZMP at a mega scale with
the objective of increasing coral cover and biomass in areas
experiencing degradation. For the first time in the country

The major challenges encountered
during the execution of the project were
the presence of sea snakes, hydrozoans
stinks, sea urchins, stone fishes etc.

corals have been transplanted in such a large scale. This was
achieved through transplantation of native species using
low cost transplantation methods, rehabilitation and
conservation of endangered and endemic species of coral
reefs, for instance; bonellia. The first successful transplantation
effort was preceded by several more, thus witnessing a
transplantation catchment area of around 432.24 sq. meters.
One of the dominant measures has been institutionalization
of a protocol for coral transplantation in high saline and
turbid areas.
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The growth and recovery of
donor branching species has
happened for the first time in
the Gulf of Kachchh and
points towards extraordinary
outcomes in the coming years.
13

Shelter Belt
Plantation

Over 1700 hectares of waste land, along the coastlines, has been covered for
Shelter Belt Plantation considering the significance of this vegetation belt in dispelling
wind and wave energy and thus shielding coastal life from natural calamities.

DAYAPAR

NALIYA

A sea turtle interpretation
centre has also been established
at Okhamadhi for creating awareness
about sea turtle conservation.

BACHAU
MANDVI

Achievement in ha [Feb' 2015]
of Kachchh Forest Circle

Sea Turtle Threat
Mapping and
Conservation

ICZMP has taken an initiative to conserve sea turtles that frequent the Gulf of
Kachchh for nesting. For its conservation, a major drive was initiated through
workshops, seminars and publications to disseminate the need and the ways in
which their eggs could be nurtured and protected. In a heartening move, two
permanent hatcheries have been established and 462 temporary nests have been
located to collect sea turtle eggs. Releasing turtles in the sea will go a long way in
marine life management. Hatchling ratio at the hatcheries established at Mandvi,
Kachchh and Okhamadhi and Dwarika under ICZMP is as follows :
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Establishing Indices to Map Sea and
Environment Pollution
Under the project a system has been developed to assess the quality of water through a protocol
so that long term monitoring of coastal water of Gulf of Kachchh becomes an established norm.
The results of the same would enable in taking necessary measures for pollution abatement.
Regular brainstorming and on-field assessments have also led to development of ‘points of
reference’ that comprise yardsticks to examine sea water sample in the areas of salinity ingress,
toxic effluents and industrial and domestic sewage. 18 locations have been extensively studied
and the data and factors thus recorded are being investigated to derive a permanent solution.

SEWAGE

COASTAL ENVIRONMENT
MONITORING AND
CONSERVATION
Resource Enabled
Partner Organisations
To develop a protocol to establish comprehensive coastal water
monitoring system; the GPCB and the GEER Foundation have been
equipped with 91 contemporary, state-of-the-art scientific
instruments to reach accurate results. In an encouraging move, water
testing laboratories have already been set up at Rajkot, Jamnagar
and Gandhinagar by GPCB. Besides, a Real-Time Air Monitoring
System has been established for on-line monitoring of ambient
environment on pilot basis.
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REACT
SETTLE
FILL

Zero Discharge
Sewage Treatment
Plant in Jamnagar

AERATION / MIXING

SETTLE

In a first ever attempt in the country, a
70 million litres/day Zero Discharge Sewage
Treatment Plant with 15 years operation and
maintenance on Design, Build, Operate, Finance
and Transfer (DBOFT) basis has been instituted
under ICZMP for Jamnagar city. With its
implementation a near complete ‘no – effluence’
status would be achieved for an estimated
population of 1.6 million by year 2040. This
would lead to conservation of coastal
biodiversity and improve the health of marine
life in the Gulf of Kachchh.

DECANT

EXCESS SLUDGE
CONVERTED
INTO MANURE

TREATED WATER

Sewage Treatment Plant - Jamnagar

Jamnagar Municipal Corporation (JMC),
Marine National Park & Sanctuary
(MNP&S), GEER Foundation and Gujarat
Pollution Control Board (GPCB) are working
in an integrated manner under this component.
17

Inclusion
The local communities has been organized to
come together, understand the problems and
strategize to solve these under the umbrella of
Self Help Groups and Community Based
organizations. A village level mechanism has been
institutionalized to plan and implement environmental
conservation and socio-economic works under
ICZMP.
•

160 community based organizations have been
formed and registered with 17055 members.

•

478 SHGs have been formed with 5280 members
to enhance livelihood options.

These are being used as effective platforms in the
Gulf of Kachchh region to bring about socioeconomic development by creating awareness on
environmental protection, increasing employment
openings, enhancing entrepreneurial opportunities and floating inclusive development - oriented Entry Point Activities (EPAs).

SOCIO-ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT OF
COASTAL COMMUNITIES
More than 2.23 lakhs of coastal population of 160 villages are indirect beneficiaries of
the socio-economic development initiatives of ICZMP. Inclusion and participation of
coastal communities in various project interventions are well integrated into the design.
The component has helped in developing various models in terms of inclusion,
livelihood security, womens’ role in coastal environment conservation, social accountability
and communication.
18

•

131 Entry Point Activities have been completed, which are decided on the basis of PRA and meetings with CBOs.

•

Khara Beraja village of Jamnagar along with 27 more villages have been provided with various sanitation facilities.

A Fodder Park in the village of Kukadsar, alternative
energy development initiatives, fodder and fuel wood
development initiatives, training programmes and
workshops have significantly garnered support from
people and have induced the ‘I can do’ spirit among
community members.
19

Livelihood Security of Coastal Communities
•

More than 75 % of the project villages are depended on
fishing as a major source of income. The other occupations
are cattle rearing, salt pan, farming and labour work. Therefore,
the project has implemented specific activities to improve
the resilience of the coastal communities and provide
livelihood security.

Linkages of CBOs with NDDB: Livelihood improvement
initiative through dairy development has been initiated
in five villages in partnership with NDDB. The linkage with
dairy has brought in considerable changes in the standard
of the lives of villagers. The following table describes the
increase in the number of cattle after the linkage:

Proper market linkages with dairy have played a major

crab fattening. From these participants, further 19

role in ensuring economic stability of local cattle rearing

beneficiaries were selected for an in depth course on mari-

community. Since the activity began in 2012, the average

culture. This training helped them to learn the nuances

annual income of a village has increased from Rs. 30,000/-

of the trade, from procurement to implementation.

to Rs. 1,20,000/-. Based on the successful model set in

•

•

these five villages, the dairy development initiative has

trainings on coastal resource management and taken for

been implemented in three more villages.

exposure visits.

Mari-culture - Lobster and Crab Farming to Ensure livelihood

•

opportunity: Several other livelihood training programmes
COWS

including Mari-culture - a resource based alternative
16

VALAVARIVANDH

livelihood have been initiated for coastal communities. A

44
50

GUNAU

capacity building exercise was initiated under the project

96

that included technical trainings and exposure visits.
35

BHANGODI

60

15

KHIRSARA

•

Linkages were developed with various government
departments such as; Education, Irrigation, Health, Water
Resources, Fisheries, GSDMA and Forests & Environment
for various socio-economic needs of the coastal villages.
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Womens’ Role in
Coastal Environment
Conservation

306
154

GUNAU

Women of coastal areas have been identified as equal partners in the
project. In order to bring women into the mainstream and make them
active participants in planning and management, several steps are
ensured, such as:
•

254

240

70

the CBOs ought to have at least 50 %
participation of women members.

150

•

126

ADHARVANDH

Involvement and participation of women is
mandatory in CBOs. The Executive Body of

100

BHANGODI
KHIRSARA

45 SHG members in three coastal villages.

Almost 159 participants have been oriented in lobster and

20

VALAVARIVANDH

Skill development training was imparted on handicraft to

50

ADHARVANDH

10

More than 2576 coastal villages have received various

The CBOs have two signatories, out of which it

200

is compulsory to have one woman member.
50

100

150

200

250

300

•

350

The Social Audit Committees formed in all the
160 villages have one woman member.

BEFORE DAIRY

AFTER DAIRY

•

SHEEP & GOATS

Majority of the 478 SHGs formed under ICZMP
have only women members.

126

VALAVARIVANDH

250

GUNAU
BHANGODI

•

250

the exposure visits.

600

•

100

Equal participation of women is ensured in all

In mangrove plantation, 60 % participation of

340

women is ensured.
150

KHIRSARA

350
200

ADHARVANDH

100

200

400

300

400

500

BEFORE DAIRY

20

600

GEC has entered into an agreement with
the Gujarat Livelihood Promotion Company
to develop linkages for the SHGs
formed under ICZMP.

Apart from the above steps, special workshops are organized to give
a direction to the perspectives and aspirations of coastal women, so
that they could become integral and continuous contributors in
implementation of the project.

AFTER DAIRY
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Social Accountability
and Communication

INTEGRATION OF GEO-SPATIAL
INFORMATION SYSTEM
The project accords significance to social accountability by setting
mechanisms to maintain transparency and participation. Through
various trainings and communication tools, the project has
developed capacity of the coastal communities to monitor and
take redressal measures.

•

Social Audit Committees have been formed in 160 coastal
villages

•

•

Development of an
Integrated Coastal
Management System
Geo-Spatial Information System, Remote Sensing
Technology as also other advanced coastal systems &

More than 600 villagers have been trained in the process

technologies relating to management of Coastal Zone and

of social auditing

Eco-system have been suitably employed to develop a

Unique communication activities like ICZM yatra, drawing

holistic coastal regulatory system.

competition, mangrove yatra, video shows, slogan and

Cadastral and Satellite data have been procured under the

wall paintings have been put into use to share and

project. In addition, Web / GIS based customised software

disclose information.

Decision Support System (DSS) has also been developed to
ensure quick decision making with regard to planning,

The project period has witnessed more
than 337 project consultations in the form of
Participatory Rural Appraisals, Focussed Group
Discussions; Meetings of Community based
Organizations and Gram Sabhas.

22

monitoring, governance and action implementation in
coastal areas.
A permanent data source has also been created by
way of developing atlases for Mangrove and Saltpan, Maps
for Land Use, Land Cover and Infrastructureand Digital
Elevation Model.
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Technical Consultation Workshops and Trainings
Goal setting, research and planning that preceded
the launch of the project, pointed at the need to
bring community members, officials involved
and all stakeholders in tandem with the ultimate
objective. In order to develop synergies by driving
home the significance of a task and objective,
various Consultation Meets and Workshops have
been organized among coastal communities.
Technical Consultation on coral transplantation,
sea turtle conservation, coastal water monitoring,
mangrove conservation etc. were well received
and led to concrete knowledge generation
among all concerned.
Training Programmes and Workshops for State
government officers and those involved in
implementation evoked confidence among the
officers and ensured that a cadre of change agents
was put in place to achieve the targets in a
systematic and scientific manner.

CAPACITY BUILDING
INITIATIVES UNDER
ICZMP GUJARAT
For the project to showcase a winning streak at all levels and at every stage, it is important to primarily
ensure people's participation and support to those involved. Sustainability of efforts can only be
guaranteed if the people at stake are conscious about the relevance of a development
model. Capacity building programmes, therefore, imparted an understanding to various stakeholders,
on the different approaches and the strategy of the ICZMP. This initiative has sown the seeds of
change by garnering proactive support from all quarters.

Workshops on CRZ Notification (2011)
Workshops on CRZ notification 2011 have given the
district level officials a platform to understand the

Self Help Groups and Community Based Organizations have also been sensitized and trained to deliver

notification, its nuances and applicability. These work-

result-oriented outcome.

shops helped more than 400 district level officials in

•

Capacity building and training programmes have been

understanding the impact of notification on the lives

organized to impart knowledge on Coastal Zone

of coastal communities and have helped the officials

Management to more than 1400 government

to become more receptive towards coastal conservation.

officials, 5280 SHG members and 17555 CBO
members.
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Extensive 10-day training on coastal zone
management was organized in association with
National Institute of Oceanography, Goa with
around 30 officers from various line departments
of State Government.

25

A COMPREHENSIVE
COMMUNICATION
STRATEGY

In-Country Exposure Visits for PEAs
More than 200 State officials were taken on exposure visits to
various parts of the country to impart to them an understanding
on coastal zone management and its related issues. One such
result-orientation visit of the officials of Marine National Park
and Sanctuary was to the Sundarbans region of West Bengal.
The officers unravelled innovative and contemporary methods of
mangrove conservation and management. These competency building
efforts ensured that the officers understood the finer nuances of the
ICZMP, thus delivering tangible results.

Sensitization Workshops for the
Judiciary on Coastal Zone
Management
The judiciary plays a significant role in coastal
zone management. Therefore, sensitization
workshops were organized in Jamnagar, Surat
and Ahmedabad for the judicial system - first-class
magistrates and district session Judges on the
various dimensions of the project and the role
that they could play in redressing the grievances of
the local coastal community as well as industrial
establishments. The workshops helped the
participants to understand more precisely, the coastal
issues, importance of coastal areas, marine
biodiversity, coastal biodiversity, Government
policies, role of GEC and ICZMP etc.

26

A 3-tier public grievance redressal
system has been established that
addresses the issues of people so
that they get their problems sorted
and evince faith in Government's
plans towards their wellbeing.

Communication and awareness activities have been an integral part of the ICZM Project right from its conceptualization
stage. From the pre-historic times, the coast has played an important role in socio-economic development of many cities and
countries. Hence it is well perceived that there are several stakeholders who play a significant role in development and management
of coast. The project has multiple stakeholders, which includes government departments, scientific and academic institutions,
NGOs and industries. These stakeholders are inter-connected in its implementation; therefore communication plays an important
role in terms of sharing information in general, as well as, disseminating the lessons learnt. From the beginning of the project
in 2010, till now; many communication activities have been initiated based on the strategy devised by SPMU.
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The various initiatives consisted of:

Mangrove Yatra - taken up in 158
coastal villages of Jamnagar, Rajkot
and Kachchh districts during the
months of January and February
2011. More than 50000 people were
contacted in a span of one and half
month though this yatra

Slogans and wall paintings were done
in project villages. The slogans and
paintings were on the importance of
coastal zone, marine biodiversity and
coastal resources

A fusion of art and environment event
was organized at Jamnagar, which
was attended and curated by more
than 20 artists of repute from all
over the country. The event helped
in spreading awareness about
conservation of marine life. The art
exhibition, corals and other marine
marvels were visited by more than
4000 people.
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The project has spearheaded creation of many
knowledge benchmarks in the arena of coastal
zone and its management. These are related to
the sector and have been developed in
collaboration with many institutes and experts
of repute. More important, these knowledge
products are developed by SPMU and the

Mass awareness was ensured on
marine conservation and coastal
natural resources through 1100
GSRTC buses in 10 coastal blocks.

In a special initiative to make women
of coastal villages an integral part
of the project, GEC celebrated
International Women's day at
Gandhinagar and Bhuj.

Besides painting competitions at
village / taluka level, exhibitions,
audio-visual shows and celebration of
Ozone Day, Mangrove Day, World
Environment Day, Wetland Day,
World Forestry Day, etc. were
undertaken to sensitize stakeholders
about the relevance of the objectives
under the project.

Through a unique drawing
competition on My Coastal Village,
My Environment; more than 10,000
school students and 42,000 families
have been reached in 160 project
villages.

CREATION OF
KNOWLEDGE
BENCHMARKS

Social media interventions through
ICZMP have garnered lot many young
followers for the work implemented
under the project. The Facebook page
has over 900 likes and the Twitter
handle is being followed by more than
700 followers. The Blog is being
followed by almost 1500 readers
across the world.

PEAs of the project. The list includes:
A pan Gujarat photography
competition - 'Along the coast of
Gujarat' was held, which received
huge response from all photography
enthusiasts from the State. The best
photos, which depicted life along
the coast, were awarded.

An ICZM yatra was taken to the
160 villages covered under the
project and engaged with more
than 65,000 coastal population
along the Gulf of Kachchh. The
yatra has helped in making direct
interaction with the stakeholders of
the project.

Knowledge Benchmarks

•

A Ready Reference Handbook on Coastal Zone Regulation
1991

•

A Study on the Coastal Zone Regulation Issues Related and
Implementation Aspects in the State of Gujarat

•

Gujarat Environmental Sustainability Vision 2025

•

Mangrove Atlas of Gujarat

•

Coral Atlas of Gujarat

•

Economic Valuation of Coral Reef Systems in Gulf of
Kachchh

•

Socio-economic & ecological benefits of mangrove
Plantation

•

Protocol for Biophysical Monitoring in the Gulf of Kachchh

•

•

Mangrove Restoration Through Public-Private Partnership,
Gujarat

Protocol for Monitoring and Analysis of Sea Water (GoK)Physico Chemical Parameters

•

•

Coastline of Gujarat: A Study on Ecology and Development
Potential of Beaches

Marine National Park and Sanctuary, Jamnagar, State of
Gujarat, India - 2015 Ecosystem Health Report Card

•

•

Towards Green Gujarat: 18 Inspiring Environment-Friendly
Practices of Gujarat

Gulf of Kachchh - A Framework for the Cumulative
Environmental Impact Assessment, State of Gujarat, India.
2014

•

Study of Seaweed Diversity, along the Island of GoK

•

•

Evaluation of Sea Turtle, Nesting population & Threats To
Nesting Beaches: Suggested Conservation & Management
Strategies

Integrated Coastal Zone Management (ICZM) Project,
Protocol for Coral Transplantation of the Selected Locally
Available Coral Species in the Gulf of Kachchh

•

Knowledge Benchmark Study on Status of Marine Mammals
in Gujarat

•

Ecological Profile of Gulf of Kachchh

•

Atlas on Digital Elevation Model - 2010-11

•
•

Studies and Researches in Progress
•

Preparation of DPR for Establishment of Regional Response
Centre at Okha, for Gujarat Maritime Board Ports

•

Prefeasibility study on Eco-tourism Development on and
around MNP&S

Land Use Land Cover Atlas - 2010-11

•

Assessing the Ecological Status of Rangmati Estuary

Infrastructure Atlas (Industry and Mangrove and
Transportation network)

•

Protocol for Biophysical Monitoring in the Gulf of Kachchh
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About GEC
Gujarat Ecology Commission (GEC) is an apex body formed in 1992 by
the Forests & Environment Department, Government of Gujarat to implement
a comprehensive policy encompassing aspects of pollution control, environmental
up gradation and improved ecological management. The Commission's main role
is to design projects, execute them and supervise their implementation, monitoring and
evaluation. It works in areas with scope for direct action in ecological and environmental
protection. GEC has also been appointed as the State Project Management Unit (SPMU)
for the Integrated Coastal Zone Management (ICZM) Project being implemented in Gujarat.
The SPMU plan to implement pilot approaches in the Gulf of Kachchh under the ICZM

TOWARDS THE GOAL:
Development of the Integrated
Coastal Zone Management Plan
The ICZM plan would be the key output of the project. After
deliberations and several brainstorming sessions work on developing

Project - Gujarat along with other seven project partners, such as, BISAG, GEER
Foundation, GEC, GPCB, Jamnagar Municipal Corporation, Kachchh Forest Circle and
Marine National Park.

About Project Partners

the plan has begun. The ICZM plan preparation will be a process of

Bhaskaracharya Institute for Space Applications and Geo-informatics (BISAG) was established under the

regular stakeholder dialogue, where the government will create a

Ninth Five year plan to promote applications of space technology for developmental activities in the state

platform for all stakeholders to voice their concern and engage

pertaining to Agriculture, Land and Water Resource Management, Wasteland/Watershed Development,

in integrated decision making. The stakeholder dialogue will be

Forestry, Disaster Management, Infrastructure and Education. The Institute endeavours to augment and

supported by technical and data inputs. A high level committee

enhance the applications of space technology and geo-informatics.

has been formed under the Chairmanship of the Chief Secretary,

Work domain in ICZMP:

Integration of Geo-Spatial Coastal Information

Government of Gujarat to monitor as well as review and approve
the plan.

And, a Journey Well Begun
Continues Unabated...

Gujarat Ecological Education and Research (GEER) Foundation is an autonomous organization created
by the Forests & Environment Department of Government of Gujarat in 1982. The main objectives of
GEER Foundation are ecological education and research; creating public awareness; sensitizing people
Gujarat Ecological Education and Research Foundation

The Gujarat Ecology Commission as the SPMU has orchestrated a broad spectrum of activities with able support from project
execution partners. Exemplary performance has been ensured by coming together of an agglomeration of PEAs, viz;

about nature and environment; carrying out ecology, ecosystem and environment related studies and
promoting the cause of conservation.
Work domain in ICZMP:

the GEER Foundation, GPCB, GEC and MNP&S and KFC under one umbrella and working in unison.

Coastal Resources Conservation & Management
Coastal Environment Monitoring & Conservation

The results are echoed in not just enhancement, advancement and progress but also in institutionalization of a replicable
growth model that can be implemented to broaden development frontiers in critical areas. While sustainability of the approach
has also been ensured, creation of a solid knowledge infrastructure is another feather in the cap.

Apart from being the SPMU, GEC also functions as one of the PEAs in ICZMP, especially to bring

So, the project has been well approached and achieved, and we are geared to go miles ahead to create a prolific and

socio-economic changes in the lives of coastal villagers of Gulf of Kachchh.

productive Gulf of Kachchh.

Work domain in ICZMP:
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Socio-Economic Development of Coastal Communities
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The Government of Gujarat constituted the GPCB in 1974 as per provisions under the Water (Prevention
and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974, the with a view to protect the environment, prevent and control the
pollution of water in the State of Gujarat, that occupies a prominent niche in progressive and industrial
Gujarat
Pollution Control
Board

development of the country. The Board has been entrusted with the Central Acts and relevant Rules for
pollution control as notified thereof from time to time.
Work domain in ICZMP:

Coastal Environment Monitoring & Conservation

Jamnagar Municipal Corporation was in 1981 to look after the administrative management of the
Jamnagar city. Some of the key responsibilities of the Corporation include maintaining the city area and
disposal of toxic substances and garbage.
Work domain in ICZMP:

Coastal Environment Monitoring & Conservation

Kachchh Forest Circle is a part of the Forest Department, Government of Gujarat. It looks after the forest

AGRICULTURE &
CO-OPERATION
EDUCATION

INDUSTRIES &
MINES

areas and protected areas of the Kachchh and Patal districts of the State. The Circle is headed by a Chief
Conservator of Forests and manages three wings such as Forestry, Social Forestry and Wild Life.
Work domain in ICZMP:

DISASTER
MANAGEMENT

Coastal Resource Conservation and Management

Marine National Park was established in 1982 for the protection of threatened marine flora and fauna in

ICZMP

RURAL
DEVELOPMENT

FOREST &
ENVIRONMENT

the area. The park was declared as the first marine national park in India and covers an area of 458 sq.kms.
The park consists of an archipelago of 42 islands.
Work domain in ICZMP:

Coastal Resource Conservation and Management.

PANCHAYAT &
RURAL HOUSING
DEVELOPMENT

PORTS &
TRANSPORT

HEALTH

WOMEN & CHILD
DEVELOPMENT

ROADS &
BUILDINGS

A toll free number

(1800 233 7960)
has been publicised among the
stakeholders of the project so that
they can immediately seek help
for problems they encounter.
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